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PREFACE

It is the opinion of the author, that architecture today is
schismatic in its expression and in the manner in which we
view it.

The predominating opposing factions are "struc¬

ture” in the engineers’ sense of the term and "esthestics
and design” in the artists’ and architects’ applications of
the terms.

The thesis maintained herein Is, that "struo-

ture” and ’’design" being part of the same thing, architec¬
ture, are necessarily related, and as such, their simulta¬
neous consideration should be reflected in the final prod¬
uct.

The following dissertation attempts, primarily

through the use of examples and the extraction of princi¬
ples, to illustrate how the consideration of "structure and
design” is or can be so reflected as an integrated entity
in architecture.
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THE

PROBLEM

The Beauty
of the Past

The remains of the Parthenon stand today as an example
of a historical masterpiece in architecture.

For genera¬

tions scholars have marvelled at her refined proportions;
have measured and remeasured her; and have formulated and
advanced theories in an effort to discover the secrets of
her "beauty."

The classic beauty that this "dbjet d'art"

symbolizes has been little short of gigantic in its influ¬
ence throughout history.

This influence had its manifesta¬

tions in the Roman era, in turn, the period of the Renais¬
sance, and planted itself, no less firmly, as late as the
end of the 19th century in this country.

The impact of the

Parthenonic mode of beauty is clearly visible even today,
particularly in many of our governmental edifices and pub¬
lic buildings.
Emergence
of New
Esthetic
Criteria

let, the architectural practitioners of the present gen¬
eration would think of no more proposing a "Parthenon" than
they would an Egyptian pyramid.

Such a building is simply

out of place with our present day society!

Why?

Has the

appearance of this structure undergone some mysterious
change within the confines of the history text, or is it
that we are just less concerned today with proportion and
esthetics in general? Obviously, both points are unsound.
A change has taken place however, not in the object viewed,
but in its judges and the basis by which they judge.

Let

us say that the scale of human values has Imposed new es¬
thetic criteria.

It is the firm belief of the writer that

the rapid advancement of technology has been among the prin¬
cipal causes in shifting the scale of values in architec¬
ture.
The
Influence of
Contemporary
Painters

These rapid technological advancements figuratively pul¬
led the pins out from under the classic esthetes. ,

Hand in

hand with technological progress came new expressions in
art.

The Cubism of the Picassos; the Purism of Ozenfants

and Le Corbusiers; the Neo-plastieism of the Van Doesburgs
and Mondrians; all caused the architect to take stock of his
position.

The sensitivity of these movements to their ecol¬

ogy provided architecture with a badly needed stimulus.

Not

only was there a direct influence in building design, but
also a restatement and clarification of the basics of design
in art.

Lines, planes, colors, textures, space and other

elements were discussed in reference to position, mensura¬
tion, transition, and in reference to the resultant attri¬
butes of rhythm, harmony, proportion, balance, etc.

In

short, the ”abstract” or ’•non-objective” quality of the new
art forms reawakened consideration of the basic components
of art in terms of the elements, principles, and attributes
of design.
Though the imagination becomes a source of infinite and

time and valu

Parthcnn), Acropolis
Athen s. Greece.

I
Many similarities can be found m j-he.se buildings so long
as discuss/on is con fmed to the esthete measuring criteria
such as proportion' I me, mass, etc.. In other words there,
exists the common grcx/nd of elements, principles, and
atfrduies ot design. Both -these buddings may be
beautiful m their own right tn terms ot these, criteria.
But obviously, both buddings are so Ji rfemnt thud they
appear mcon cjrvoos on the same page. ■ they are separated
by f/ma. and ecology and the techofcxgg cf the. Change m
ua/oes that they irripty
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Measuring
Criteria in
Design

differing combinations and relationships of the basic design
components just stated, these components in themselves re¬
main relatively stable throughout the passage of time; i.e.;
the concepts of line, space, harmony, proportion, etc* are
constant measuring criteria even though their relationships
differ*

The components form the common ground on which Par¬

thenon and Saarinen's H.I*T* auditorium may meet and be cal¬
led beautiful in the same breath * . • , and herein lies the
danger in modern architecture!

We may be stimulated by the

beauty of both structures, yet obviously they differ radi¬
cally*

It is when the factors of time and ecology enter in¬

to consideration that the mutual relationship is decidely
severed*
Technology as
Commensurate and analogous to the connotations of time
an Additional
Unit of Design and ecology is the idea of the dynamic in present day tech¬
nology*

The implied inter-relationship is a complex one,

and though important, is not directly relevant to the pur¬
pose of this text.

Suffice it to say, that the idea of sci¬

ence or technology imposes considerations above and beyond
the basic design components described*

The "danger in mod¬

ern architecture" implied a moment ago refers to the misap¬
prehension of considering design in architecture, with due
respect to the purpose of the building, important merely as
a pleasant relationship of the aforementioned elements,

principles, and attributes of design#

If we fail to recog¬

nize or attempt to de-emphasize the technological separation
between past and present in our meaning of design we become
invariably guilty of conceiving contemporary Parthenonsj
contemporary in the sense that the conceptions are formu¬
lated in the present day; Parthenonic in the sense that the
major value as an architectural work is a visual relation¬
ship.
The danger is further magnified when interpretations of
artists such as Mondrian are treated as entities in archi¬
tectural design#

The artistic conceptions in themselves are

products of their time and as such are not necessarily per¬
manent as units of measure in architectural design.

It ap¬

pears sounder then, to attempt to investigate the causes of
a work of art, rather than to accept the developed result as
an entity in establishing esthetic criteria#

Investigations

of such a nature will generally reveal the keen awareness of
the artist to his environment and the influence of technol¬
ogy upon it#

In any case, esthetics in architecture cannot

be irrespective to the momentousness of our technology as
another motivating factor in good design.
Tha Influence
of Technology

An exact measure of the degree to which technology
shapes our thinking and feeling is difficult to define.

It

is axiomatic,.f howesfer, that the physical execution of an

the influence of
contemporary painters]
Ccnternp’oru.ry painters have, helped tv clarify
H>e meusor/ruj criteria. >n “esrheh c" Jes ••)') /"
terms of hr/e. plane , cohrt proportion th..

Iloa-tter literal interpretations o-f pointer* marks
ab not necessarily mean qsod'design <n arch, lector.
further im/esfigation into pamim^ LOIIIgenerally
reveal an artists UHuar&ness at h/s time, andecolcyU.
de carl profit more through attempting to unders r.tnj
oAitcf the arlibf is trying tx hr.
'/he AL ii'Oital in the Milan Cemetery (right) by Jrch deeds
foyers , PereSiutfi’ and SeJfaa.oSO fefjecd the.
strong influence. 't the painter, htcr.Jrian.

idea can be no less intuitive* original* or imaginative than
the works and forms permitted by modern technique*

Conse¬

quently* the designers product is generally shaped by the
prevailing level of technology.

Eero Saarinen, for example,

did not invent reinforced concrete or shell construction.
But, familiarity with these processes inspired his M.I.T.
Auditorium.

On the other hand, the technical basis itself

would not have produced this structure.

To a new rational¬

ization of a specific problem, Saarinen added the architects
sense of the esthetic to produce something more than just a
functional building.**Moholy-Nagy implies a similar train of thought in his
famous comparison of the wooden and plastic handles.^ A
wooden handle, generally cylindrical in shape, is expressive
of the process of machine lathe production.

Whereas, the

plastic handle was so formed as to provide recessions which
would comfortably receive the contour of the fingers and
palm of the hand. A simple conception such as this, illus¬
trates the designer^ sensitivity to the nature of the mate¬
rial he is employing.

T

The idea that the plastic can be

"Measure," Architectural Forum. (November, 1948), p. 146.

^Liszlo Moholy-Nagy, Vision in Motionf p. 35.
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easily molded to any desired shape is clearly conveyed in
the final product.

Certainly, the plastic could have been

molded to imitate the easily formed wooden handle.

But, the

designer's awareness of the problem, his intuitive feeling,
and a technological process enabled him to produce a much
more efficient form and one as readily pleasant to the
senses.
A meaning of design which does not consider the material
of which it is to be shaped, or the process that shapes it,
becomes near fantasy in architecture.

Often,the accusation

is made,that acquisition and concern of technical skills im¬
pedes the wimaginativen powers of the designer.

Though it

may be possible to "imagine and create” on but a thread of
material reality, this writer violently disagrees with any
opinion which infers that knowledge of technique or skills
decreases the expressive powers of the individual.

On the

contrary, the increase of such knowledge may act as a more
purposeful stimulus, in which the conceived form takes ad¬
vantage of the natural assets of the material and the proc¬
esses that shape it.
The Marriage
of Art and
Science

The advancement and importance of technology is a factor
of such magnitude that architecture can no longer be impar¬
tially defined as just a fine art.
building!

It is also a science of

The problem in architecture arises when we treat

the art of building; and the science of building; as having
individual essence; when in reality they are opposite sides
of the same looking glass. We cannot talk about building
and then in the same breath sever the product as science or
art* As far as architecture is concerned,there is a mar¬
riage between art and science in which neither partner can
achieve independence,

"The best art is founded on the best

science in every given matter.
Danger of Should we elect to disrupt the art-science relationship.
Dual Standards
art, in the sense of physical manifestations of the esthet¬
ic, becomes the work of the "artistj" technology by itself,
the work of the scientist or engineer.

Generally speaking,

it is the "artist" who has passed judgement on our architec¬
ture in the past, and culturally, these have been the predom¬
inating views by which we have reached our standards in ar¬
chitecture.

The technologist has also passed judgement on

another set of standards. From the viewpoint of architec¬
ture as an integrated art and science of building, either
position implies a schizophrenia between design and tech¬
nology.

Consequently, either set of standards by themselves,

as basis of judgement in architecture, is unrealistic. A

1

W. R. Lethaby, Form in Civilization. Oxford University
Press, London, 1922.
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building may meet the requirements of the basic components
of design as imposed by the artist, yet in terms of its
time, be unsound architecture. An extreme would be to con¬
sider the example of the Parthenon or the ruins of the Maya
in our present environment.

Conversely, a building may have

all the conveniences of air-conditioning, lighting, and gen¬
erally be an efficient technological machine, yet it can
still be an accumulation of cliches or ideas which have no
relationship,

Hie resultant feeling is one of apparent in¬

difference, lacking in artistic integration, and devoid of
any emotional impact, whatsoever i
The Basic
Problem

If we can agree that design and technology are aspects
of the same thing in architecture, and are at the same time
relative to each other, the problem then, is not whether the
esthetic principles of the artist or the ttrationalityn of
the engineer should dominate? but how can we achieve an inte¬
grated whole in which the marriage of art and science be¬
comes a harmonious relationship? Hie second, and more dif¬
ficult, phase of the same problem is to attempt to discover
what is meant by a nharmonious relationship,n
Some of the pitfalls of the predominance of the artistic
point have been briefly sketched,

(The exaggeration in

some of the illustrations is conceded, but such tactics have
keen generally employed to more clearly illustrate the
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author’s point of view through use of similes, rather than
by a much more difficult literal attack) •

Similarly, an

overstressing or mis tinterpr station of the technological
factor may lead to extravagance and resultant disharmony in
the final product*

Often times, new technical acquisitions

may cause the feeling of a naive pleasure,and we must be on
constant guard that their possibilities do not carry us away
into insensitive channels*

The expressiveness in the charm

of new materials and the general exhibition of technical
novelties,does not insure harmony in design*

Divorced from

the idea of technology and from the rules of reason, the
result must appeal to the senses and ©notions alone by the
final form and its interrelations*
In recognizing the difficulties above, we can easily be¬
come sympathetic to the complexity of simply defining "what
constitutes and how we achieve a harmonious relationship in
the marriage of art and science in architecture."

The mag¬

nitude of the problem is so enormous, that by necessity we
will limit our consideration merely to a portion of it,and
to that phase of technology which is called "structure."
Structural
Aspect of the
Basic Problem

Structure was elected to represent the science factor
in exploring the art-science relationship since it is the
consideration of that segment of architecture which permits
the transformation of drafting board conceptions to reality.

It is the term applied to that constituent of building de¬
signed to support weight and transmit stress.

Obviously,

structure must take physical form and is the largest visible
elemental factor that present day thought has classified
under the jurisdiction of science*
does not exist.

Without it, architecture

The remainder of the discussion will there¬

fore confine itself essentially to the integration or inter¬
relation of structure and design; an attempt to demonstrate
an opinion as to what constitutes a harmonious relationship;
some of the methods contemplated in achieving such a rela¬
tionship; and some of the resulting difficulties that are
imposed.
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FUTURE

I N

THE

PAST

The Influence It is inevitable that we become a part of our past* No
of our Past
matter how individualistic the architect would believe him¬
self to be, there appears no escape from the influence of
the past or the actions of contemporaries.

Retrospection

appears logical then, in reorientating ourselves in terms of
our present position concerning the structure-design rela¬
tionship*
There exists in the recorded history of architecture,
dating back as far as the time of ancient Greece, evidence
of th8 ’•nature* of man’s work to be a product of much of
what has gone on before.

It is generally an established

opinion, that the Doric Order of classic times was a deri¬
vation of the timber construction produced in the infancy of
Greek culture*

The Myconeans and Minoans, who represented

the earlier part of this culture, are thought to have exe¬
cuted much of their architectural work in timber. As time
progressed, stone and wood were employed simultaneously in
the same structure*

Finally at the height of the glory that

was Greece, stone reigned supreme as the architectural medi¬
um of expression.

However, the carry over of appearances,

peculiar to the earlier wood renditions, was plainly marked
in the stone translations of the Doric temples.

The tri¬

glyphs of the frieze appeared to substitute for what were
formerly exposed ends of the large timber beams*

The mutules
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or blocks coder the caroma of the cornice apparently replac¬
ed the projecting ends of the sloping wood rafters.

There

were, in addition, other features which could hare been eas¬
ily synonymous with idle initial wood versions.
Though we may pursue numerous similar examples, even to
points earlier in the historical calendar, one example
should suffice to illustrate the interactive influence in
the character of building.

Though this characteristic may

be a necessary function of the erolution in architecture, it
can as easily act as a repressive force in this same evolu¬
tionary process.

The distinction seems to hinge on the man¬

ner in which this past influence will cause us to react.

We

may imitate blindly, or we may use our heritage as a step¬
ping stone to something further.

The distinction is often

much more subtle than this and as such becomes difficult to
differentiate.
Effect of
Imitation

Architects and designers in general, recognize the damp¬
ening of emotions in discovering wood painted to imitate
marble, plastics decorated to imitate wood, and anything
camouflaged to appear as something it really is not.
process is one of deceit.

The

In fact, it is an outright lie!

The objection seems to stem from an assumption that there
are specific materials or processes best suited to a partic¬
ular function and certainly the limits of our present level
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of technology and power of logic substantiate this belief.
Danger of
Imitation

In the light of pure imitation, the above concept is
easily visualized*

Carrying the concept one step further to

processes and to relationships in our technology and time, a
clear vantage point becomes difficult to reach.

But, once

the debris is cleared away, the problem remains essentially
the same.

By and large, we rediscover steel and concrete

imitating the stone construction of the past.

In the case

of concrete, for example, a plastic material that can be
molded and formed into inexhaustible varieties of shapes be¬
yond the imagination of any one man, finds its principal
utility in architecture in imitating or paralleling the fas¬
hion of the Greek.

Surely, there must be other applications

more suited to the inherent nature of the material than the
"inelastic1* rigid construction of the Post and Beam.
The Sin in
Architecture

But the sin in architecture is not that our methods or
forms resemble the past, for we will justify numerous Cir¬
cumstances in which post and beam will best serve conditions
imposed by the problem on hand.

The objection centers

around the premise that tradition must necessarily, or more
often than not, dictate the solution.

On the contrary, the

belief is that -there exists within the framework of the con¬
ditions imposed by the problem, suggested solutions outside
of the realm of the prevailing tradition, more applicable to

plasticity in building
Guggenheim hAt'sevm for exhibit of non - abjechi/e
pointings designed by Architect frank. Lloyd Wnahl
illustrates that expression ot the plastic nature of
modern technological materials need n of- merely
be confined to sculpture., automobiles etc..
Truly th's is a mono]/Hvc structure., cu/th an
unbroken floor surface, uuhtch stretches in
a continuous spiral from subterranean thaole.r
to glass bubble roof. 7tie structure designed for
ra,m forced concrete. u> ill be nearly in destruct/tf
by forces of shock., such as quake, bombing, eh
The plasticity ot the structure is further empha .. *
by the continuous ribbons of glass cuhtch fa, tu
the structural spiral admitting daylight to n
portions of the exhibit gallery. "W/hy beep on
bullet my costly comdows and doors? Why nof
smooth plastic, surfaces ? " asks Weight..... and
"Why stack up hudd/ngs■ Why not-pull them out—
I ike. a spring? “. . WHY HOT ?????

the character of the materials and techniques afforded or
made possible by the existing level of technology.
Departure
from
Tradition

Had the aping of tradition been an inherent characteris¬
tic in the nature of man, the unity of the Gothic culture
could never have been expressed in its architecture* Here,
the same basic material employed by idle Greek was put to¬
gether in another fashion peculiar to its own society and
methods of craftsmanship* The result in the Gothic cathe¬
drals was one of emotional-dynamia and economy of form rare¬
ly equalled in our time.

It was impossible to separate de¬

sign from structure. Every piece of stone acting in com¬
pression, contributed with its neighbor to form an integral
whole. It appeared that every available energy inherent in
the material was utilised to maximum advantage in creating
this economy of form in structure. Though no energy had
been misplaced or squandered to create a dishonest emotional
effect, the final product seemed to be a visible manifesta¬
tion of energy. The eye was not stopped by rigid limits,
but was drawn from point to point along the lines of the
structure so that they seemed to flow in a life-like manner
through the space they enclosed.
Morality in
Architecture

During the later part of the 19th century in the United
States, demands were imposed by a rapidly expanding indus¬
trial and mechanised society for multistory, commercial
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power of tradition

The CJoHuc Culture departed -from the Post
and Lintel system of the ancient OreeL to
create a dynamic architecture. /n its catted rots
Each stone was utilised to its most efficient
capacity of Lue/qhf iron Per- each stone was OS
important to the structure, as He nett- The mutt
was an economy of form Tor the material employed
No energy appeared tv hare been squandered or
wasted to create emottona/"effect - yet the stru t
ore appeared -to be a fee. m its display of emery y
and i noirement. There was no separation of Ife
design element -Prom the structural, P,rght- Crthedi n
of Chart&s, France-

The technology of the present day provides us
with in ate rials that differ from the t tones
used in ancient and med/edat times. Our mater¬
ials can he molded fnto mumerahte shapes
such as the. thermo-plastic sculpture by
Mo holy - Nagy (High!)
yet...

cue continue t0 use materials,capable
of the terms illustrated, in the manner of
the an e/en/. So, we continue to iut/d story
upon story, with The Post and Lintel system
of tong
n<y ago
aa
as ft>e predominant form of
construern
ion

buildings, structurally and economically feasible.

The an¬

swer was an exploitation of new materials, repeating the
theme of post and lintel, to create a skeleton frame which
has persisted with us to date as the predominating and some¬
times almost unquestioned system of construction.

Urban

congestion had fostered the development of the frame and the
architects of Louis Sullivan’s time could do little but ac¬
cept it as their heritage.3Though Sullivan did not question the frame itself, he
was, in a fashion, concerned with honesty of emotional ef¬
fect such as discussed in the previous paragraph.

This con¬

cern of Sullivan’s has come down to us in the phrase ’’moral¬
ity in architecture.” Among the many connotations of "mo¬
rality in architecture” was an implication of what we have
termed an integration of structure and design.

For example,

the design of the Carson, Pirle, Scott Store in Chicago
(1899-1904) was not in spite of the frame.
it!

It was a part of

The frame was not in contradiction to the design.

It

was synonymous with it.
In the final expression, spandrels and piers were re¬
duced to a minimum width and the remainder of the space

1

«Design Analysis No. 2,” Architectural Forum. (July,
1945), p. 105.
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morality in architecture

The Loiter Building, Chicago j 1889 concc-ured by
Architect- Engineer William le.Baron Jenny represents
-the. first building of pure skeleton type Though an
ear/y example . irs purity of expression made IT a much
superior building than some, of the pretehtoos
confused ideas that mere to follow The problem a*/s
Solved tn rh> cxvn right and did not rely on tradition
to express its statement:

Louis So HI von and the' Chicago 'School uJOre. bo bike,
on and refme Jenny's expression. they merep°notrneo
that them expression too, mould be honest reftecjtem
of the. construction method Structure and fiesta* &
fused into a single entity ■ MOT untd the pc^sr rmg)
decades has -the.''moral *' of the Chicago School
teen heeded by Orchdects and designers .

ncSiTji
1
Hi HnrJIvi
racxjLjj.

nnnnn-1
1*4

Expression
of the
SteelFrams

between the framing members was occupied by unbroken glass¬
ing*

The result of the repetitive pattern of the large win¬

dow areas, contrasted to the directional neutrality of the
frame, was an expression of steel construction unexcelled in
its directness of statement.

It has been only during the

second quarter of this immediate century, in which,the large
unbroken glased areas employed by Sullivan,have been recog¬
nized as a logical outgrowth of present day construction
techniques.
The
Chicago
School

The real estate man’s desire for a unit divisible into,
large and small, well lighted offices, plus the requirements
and potentialities of steel construction, (as they were
realized at the time) determined the fundamental skyscraper
frames* Engineer William Le Baron Jenny was the first to
integrate the system into a design*

The movement called the

Chicago School, of which Sullivan and his sympathetic con¬
temporaries were a part, refined Jenny’s conception and gave
it distinctive character*

It appeared that the United

States was well on the way to an integrated architecture re¬
flective of its enormous technical progress and pioneering
spirit*

The movement was, however, destined to suffer an

unglorious death*

The impact of the classical elegance of

the Chicago Fair in 1893 was too insistent an obstacle to
be surmounted*
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The
Disruption
of the
Chicago Fair

The strange anachronisms that soon followed were prompt¬
ed by the New York architects and their clients.

In the

desire to be impressive, big business became a willing vic¬
tim of the Classic Influences proposed by the gullible ar¬
chitect.

The unity and clarity of the Chicago School was

lost among structures ridiculously decorated with Classic
colonades below and Braoantesqua detail above.

The contra-

diction between the delicate steel frame and the applied
classic facade, progressed even to the point of including
pseudo-gothic.

It was not until 1931 that N. Y. began to

show signs, in the McGraw-Hill building by Hood, of emerging
from the depths of confusion.
The
Galerie dee
Machines

At the same time that Sullivan’s Carson, Pirie, Scott
Store was taking form as the culminant of the Chicago School
in the United States, the Galerie des Machines of the Inter¬
national Exhibition of 1839, in Paris, was culminating an¬
other movement spearheaded by the Parisian engineer, Gustave
Eiffel.

While the Chicago School was achieving an integra¬

tion of structure and design, principally through accepting
and expressing the frame, the architect Hubert, operating
under a different set of conditions, went beyond the frame
in further exploitation of the potentialities inherent In
the basic structural material.

Never before had a space

enclosure bridged such a span (150 meters) devoid of
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columnar obstructions.*^- Twenty trusses constituted the
skeleton of the building.

The huge glass walls, which en¬

closed its sides and ends, acted as a thin transparent mem¬
brane affecting a union of inner and outer space*
Tradition
of
Esthetics

But the confusion of the esthetic, caused by the inno¬
vation of technological processes and materials was severe.
Criticism was leveled at the lack of filling material be¬
tween the members of the trusses, the lightness of the gird¬
ers, and the reversal of usual proportions.

Where tradi¬

tional static feelings, with regard to rational relations of
support and load, expected to find solidity and weight, they
found attenuation and absence of dimension. A central piv¬
otal pin divided the truss, overhead, at midpoint.

Moving

downward, the truss became lighter until,at its base,it
scarcely appeared to make contact with the ground.

Moving

back upward, the truss appeared to gain in weight and power.
The disruption of the standards, eminating from the stone
architecture of the barrel vault, was too extreme for the
established esthetists.

The axe of tradition fell, as it

did on the Chicago School, to sever the lessons of the
Galerie des Machines from the world for a number of decades.

1
Sigfried Giedion, Space. Time and Architecture, p. 205.
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disruption of esthetics

Base ot thr^e-hinged arch , Gaisr/.\ .oS Machine \
International Exhibition, Parts, I8V9, re-. J
n
a pin connection

The. balerie d&s Machine u>as the lorgest unohsh ed dear spun structure ever erecfed 'hi..' -r>af
time. Span 377 ft. Conceived by Architect
Dutart and Engmee.r: Caftan cm

Paralleling the movement- erf the. Chicago School m bhe. if S•
u>as a European movement, chief proponent of which,ujas
Gas hare Eiffel. the. (jailene. des Machines symbolized the.
cutnm nahon of this move meat, /t was a d/reett contradiction
however, to the esdabhehead ethics of the classic mind- Attenuation
and J'ghiness replaced mass and solidity

Artist-Engineer
Robert Maillart

While the majority of the building world was busily oocupied in bringing forth contradiction after contradiction*
other pioneers more sensitive to the message of their time,
were going on, either unnoticed or unappreciated.

In the

opinion of the author, one of the most important of these
contributers was Robert Maillart of Switzerland.

The wisdom

in his statements gains more acknowledgement daily and it
will be a number of years before we will have caught the
full impact of his meaning.
Though Maillart1s titled capacity was that of engineer,
and the majority of his work confined to bridge construc¬
tion, he was an artist in the fullest sense of the word.
Maillart collaborated, for many years, with architect Hans
Kruck in Zurich, who has pointed out Maillart*s regard for
esthetic expression in Max Bill*s biography.Maillart was
not only concerned with meaning, he was concerned as strong¬
ly with feeling!

He was willing to recognize the basic ma¬

terials of his technology, not to imitate tradition, but to
learn from her and hence, attempt to utilize the inherent
characteristics of the material in question*

We may best

attempt to express Maillart*s feeling in his own words.

■W Bill, Robert Maillart. p. 9.

The
Individual
Character of
Reinforced
Concrete

n

Reinforced concrete does not grow like wood, it is not
rolled like steel and has no joints as masonry. It is most
easily compared with cast-iron as a material cast in forms,
and perhaps we can learn something directly from the slowly
discovered cast-iron forms regarding the avoidance of rigid¬
ity in form by a fluid continuity between the members that
serve different functions. The condition of this beautiful
continuity is the conception of the structure as a whole.
The automobile and aircraft constructors have attained this
in the highest degree, while it is an exception for the re¬
inforced concrete constructors to perceive this. It is not
only the feeling for beauty which makes desirable the con¬
ception of the whole primary to that of the single elements.
Seeing the structure as a whole nearly always brings econ¬
omical advantage as well,-*Though the architect my consider himself divorced from
the field of bridge building, he cannot afford to overlook
or dismiss the principals of Maillart.

Certainly, Giedion

as one of the earliest introducers of Maillart*s artistry,
did not, on his treatise of Maillart in ’'Space, Time, and
Architecture", present his views merely from the point of
bridge construction.2

Conditions of bridge design, in the

architectural sense of the word, are very simple.

The ob¬

ject of the problem is to permit traffic to move from one
side of an obstruction to tie other.

The manner in which

the problem was solved, however, resulted in an integration
of structural and esthetic requirement to rival and surpass
the Gothic economy of form.

1

Max Bill, Robert Maillart. p. 15.
%igfried Giedion, Space. Time and Architecture, p. 371

Haillart’s
View of
Tradition

Undoubtedly, Haillart could have fallen into the tradi¬
tional system of the arbitrary masonry arch form for his
bridge constructions and easily have done an excellent job
of calculation in the customary manner (that same manner
employed, as a rule, to this day),

His desire to achieve a

more truthful and beautiful expression of the material em¬
ployed caused him to cast aside the manner of tradition.
He says,
"Here (in the bridge) for the most part the arch, derived
from the masonry form, is still the main feature whether it
be reduced into flanges or hollowed out into flanges it
remains basically the same. Upon this, steel or wood struc¬
tures are "set up", and it is always preferable to reinforc¬
ed columns dressed to resemble masonry walls. The traffic¬
way rests on pillars and columns. It is known from numerous
experiments that the most exact calculations for the design
of the arch no longer prove to be correct, and because the
stresses occurring in the arch are smaller than designed
for, one is satisfied without further investigation that
this overestimation corresponds to the increased loading of
the superstructure.
These heterogeneous structures assembled from forms stol¬
en from the language of older materials cannot possibly give
any aesthetic satisfaction. They are also less economical
than any type of structure between and above the abutments,
that is considered as a whole, and is constructed in the
most practical and appropriate way* Only then can a clear
construction evolve with tie minimum waste of material.
The engineer should then free himself from the forms
dictated by the tradition of the older building materials,
so that in complete freedom and by conceiving the problem as
a whole, it would be possible to use the material to its
ultimate. Perhaps then we would also arrive at a new style
as in automobile and aircraft construction, as beautiful,
and in the same way determined by the nature of the material.
Then perhaps taste will begin to be rectified, so that the
public judge the traditional form of reinforced concrete
bridges in the same way as they judge the automobiles of
the turn of the century whose prototype was still the
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horse-drawn carriage.n^
Feeling
Based on
Knowledge

Maillart’s rejection of customary methods of calcula¬
tion was not based on feeling alone, but also on a profound
knowledge of the nature of materials.

It is both beyond the

scope of this thesis and the capabilities of the author to
discuss, in exactitude, the technical methods and views of
Maillart.

However, we may comprehend and sum up the high¬

lights of his invaluable teachings so as to point to the
direction of his thoughts and emotions,

The method of cal¬

culation of a rectangular reinforced concrete beam, for
instance, is dependent on Hooke’s Law i.e., "within the
elastic limit, strain is proportional to the stress that
produced it”, and a "constant quantity” called "n" (which
really becomes a variable after a certain point),

The cal¬

culations resulting from these postulates are, at best,
close approximations since they

in no way reflect the

actual behavior of the section under all conditions.

The

adherence to the resultant method of computation is largely
one of mathematical expediency and admittedly, so, even in
the eyes of the engineering profession.

Codes, based on

these "accepted” methods of computation, push structural
design one step further beyond the reality of the actual
behavior of materials by encouraging a high factor of

•W Bill, Robert Maillart. p. 15.

safety, cynically but . perhaps mere honestly called the ig¬
norance factor, in the design stresses of materials employed.
The genius of Robert Maillart, in its burning desire to
more closely approximate and beautifully express the true
characteristics of reinforced concrete, developed methods of
design combining both processes of experiment and calcula¬
tion. These methods of attack were directed not to the
ancient beam and column form, but elementally to the flat
slab, which in Maillart’s hands more fully realized the po¬
tentialities of reinforced concrete both in terms of struc¬
ture and in terms of esthetic design.
The Beauty
of the
Tavanasa
Bridge

The Tavanasa Bridge constructed by Maillart, as early as
1905, was as shocking to tradition as was the Galerie des
Machines fifteen years earlier.

Instead of the accepted

series of heavy static-like arches of masonry form, the
Bridge leaped the Tavanasa in a single arched reinforced
concrete slab, to which was fused the horizontal slab of the
platform and was articulated by a series of vertical slab
stiffeners.

The structures following were to express the

same directness of purpose, the same boldness, the same
sculptural and plastic beauty of the Tavanasa. Sifgried
Giedion expresses his feelings as followst
n

It is easier for the constructor to find a convincing so¬
lution than the artist, because physical factors dictate its
conditions. All the same, there is something altogether out

mai Mari’s

Schujon hach Bridge. , cortt/dered
one 0/ Kdaillarif -fin«,st mMtcoham
/n -hie elemental ■F/ai slab >• cte
examfl/e. ob mater to I econ emy
and aas-thehe. rhythm.

bridge, ovtr Hie river Thar ne^fr
pets egg. arfand /s a refine-

men/' e>/tfie 3 hm^ed boy type
arches cjhich are merged mho
the roadcoaij sjab bo s/xn Z3(>0.

of the ordinary in the way Maillart succeeds both in expres¬
sing and in sublimating the breadth of a chasm left between
two walls of rock (i.e., in his Salginatdbd-Brucke, 19291930), His shapely bridges spring out of shapeless crags
with serene inevitability of Greek temples. The lithe,
elastic resilience with which they leap there chasms, the
attenuation of their dimensions, merges into the coordinated
rhythm or arch, platform, and the upended slabs between
them."*
Maillart’s
Proximity to
Modern
Painting

Giedion also attributes the likeness of the farms inde¬
pendently arrive! at by Halliart and the same absolute forms
employed by Picasso as the "mirror of a higher reality in
terms of development. "2 While the modern painter was con¬
cerned with plastic organization of forms suggested by
lines, planes, and colors on a flat surface, so Maillart was
concerned with a similarity of organization.

True, the line

or the plane of the artist was not his medium of expressions
yet the sleb, in an analogous fashion and as a basic ele¬
ment of construction, suggests a parallelism of view.
Mai11art,
Engineer or
Artist?

We may find it difficult to agree whether Maillart was
engineer or artist.

Perhaps the difficulty in claiming him

is that he at least both and likely more than both.

Max

Bill is interested in him from the sculptor’s viewpoint,
Paul Weidlinger from the engineers viewpoint,^ and Sigfried

^Sigfried Giedion, Space. Time and Architecture, p, 379.
2

ibid., p. 380.

^"Tomorrow’s Structural Theory," Architectural Forum.
(August, 1949), p. 105.

a hiqher reality
Bridge over ike Tkur fliver, Sami - Oat/,
ScuiTjer/and, 1933 by Robert Maillart
The -columns" or supports have been
derived essentially tram technical premises

Oil painting by Picasso

L'Adesienn c , ItII-/2

Bridge over the. nver Arve pear Geneva,
1937,
Robert Mat liar/. ''Columns'1 here are
are shaped to conform exaef/yto structural
requite meo/s tor t ransmttfmg linear
distributed bending moments and shear

It-

Arefke ha/f-geom&hnc., half-organic, plashc.
image, s paia+ect by PicQS so mere jccjdtnf
m their resemblance of absolute- forms to
those, of fvtaitlorf's Bridges? Author and
critic , Sigfrted Gi&dion, thunks that the
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m terms ot development'A parallelnm exists
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It is the ncJtum of expression tha! differs

Giedion sees his meaning in Architecture.
Integration
in the
Zurich
Exhibition

The Concrete Exhibit at the Zurich Exhibition of 1939
(a year prior to Haillart’s death) had little to say to a
war-worried world.

Thirteen years later engineers still

ponder over the daring of the 2| thick shell of the arch
which reaches the height of 50 ft*

The emotional impact of

the shell alone may not be enough* in itself* to hold the
attention of the artist for long.

However* when the shell

becomes a part of a symphony of arched and straight planes
varying in size and direction* contrasting in their light¬
ness and delicacy to the massiveness of the classic-like
sculpture* and becoming a rhythmical movement in three di¬
mensions* the constructed feeling has passed out of the
realm of engineering*

Though the purpose of this structure

was a simple one* and represents* perhaps* the closest Maillart can© to a complete building* the architectural impli¬
cations are there for those who care to see.

Ironically, it

is the engineering complications which* at present, are
holding back a fuller realization of Maillart’s contribu¬
tions.

We will consider some of the implied complications

briefly under another heading.

Suffice it to say that his

conceptions are different than those practiced in

Sigfried Giedion* Space. Time and Architecture..

Zurich exhibition

The 2^ inch ihuk, 50 ft high,shell of The
Concrete C/ihihtl in the ZOnch Exhibition
was a technical achievement in relation
to its time C/^39) and continues to be So.
even today. Perhapspn its naked form, fpe
Shell becomes but an engineering feaffAight)
Bob in the hands of Maillart rt becomes
a work, of art— a fhoroogh integration or
structure and design, ftrail/art has recoynyea
7die plastic natvre of the budd/ng materials
of his ft me.. f/e has piuen his principles
expression m the grace of economy of
material and economy of form. Ttua exhibit
Similarly demo ns trales the monolithic,
character of the design and means of
formalg if.
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engineering and architectural circles at the moment.

Few

are even fortunate to be endowed with the perceptive gift
of Maillart.

Most of us find the yoke of tradition and

the practices of society too difficult to hurdle.
Maillart’s
Principles

Perhaps the thought occurs that an excessive amount of
discussion has been given over to Maillart in the pursu&L
of the structure-design relationship.

The writer feel* on

the contrary* that time limitations do not permit a fuller
treatise concerning this man’s works.

The belief is also

held* that within his principles lies the key to a more
fully integrated architecture in terms of structure and
design.
Maillart’s work may be broken down* for the sake of
synthesis* into a system of flat and curved slabs.

We must

not lose sight* however* of the fact that these slabs were
so juxtaposed so as to achieve an amazing counter-balance
of all stresses and strains arising between them.

The ac¬

tion of the structures cannot be understood in terms of the
synthetic elemental breakdown of slabs.

The forces at work

are ones of action and interaction and hence "continuous,"
Understanding of Maillart’s economy of form can only be at¬
tempted on the basic of recognizing the structure as a
whole.

On re-examination of the statements by Maillart as

quoted on page 20* we shall discover his use of the phrases?

"fluid continuity between the members,n and ncondition of
this beautiful continuity is the conception of the struc¬
ture as a whole. "**■
Elastic
Theory
of Materials

The principal of continuity (interation) is based on
the monolithic nature of a material i.e., reinforced con¬
crete, welded steel, plastics etc. Architect Eric Mendel¬
sohn visualized the possibilities of the principle in terms
of its application to architecture at the same time that
Maillart was constructing his bridges.

It is difficult far

the author, however, to realize Mendelsohn's exact meaning
Then he undoubtedly, in thinking of the same principle,
calls it nelastic continuity."
"The structural principal of elastic continuity is derived
from Nature, its continuity of form made possible by the
elastic nature of steel and reinforced concrete. .Only in
the last few years has this revolutionary principle of
elasticity in steel and reinforced concrete been applied as
the structural basis for a new architecture."2
The idea of the elastic behavior of materials was proposed
as early as 1667 when Hooke published his discovery that
n

ut tensio sic vis," the extension is proportional to the

force.3 Prevailing methods of engineering calculations are

•'Mas Bill, Robert Maillart. p. 15.
^Eric Mendelsohn, "Background to Design," Architectural
Forum. (April, 1953), p* 107.
^Paul Weidlinger, "Tomorrow's Structural Theory," Archi¬
tectural Forum. (August, 1949), p. 105.

based on this same principle
Concept of
Limit Design

of Hooke *s Lais:,

Perhaps Mendelsohn is really thinking of the idea of
engineering term called "limit design" which is compara¬
tively new and proposes to modify the elastic theory,***

Lim¬

it design considers that materials can yield sufficiently
to bring unstressed parts of the structure into play and
thereby permitting further utilization of the "reserve
strength" not considered by Hooke fs Law,

Tests on continu¬

ous beams and portal frames have shown that bending move¬
ments redistribute themselves in the tendency to retard the
collapse of the structure should any section become highly
stressed,^
Continuity
as a
Characteristic
of Modern
Materials

Neither is the idea of continuity first demonstrated in
our time.

We can go back at least as far as the Baths of

Garacalla in ancient Rome to demonstrate its application.
However, as Mendelsohn may imply, the preponderance of
plastic materials such as reinforced concrete and steel,
made possible by our technology, has awakened a desire for
a fuller utilization of their potentialities.

The reali¬

zation of such an ideal, as Maillart’s works signify, lies
in a fuller understanding, both by engineers and architects,

■*Taul Weidlinger, "Tomorrows Structural Theory," Archl
tectural Ecrum. (August, 1949), p, 105,
^Erie De Mare, New Wavs of Building, p, 37,
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of this concept called continuity.

But to achieve an under¬

standing to the degree of utilizing the principle with ease
and within practical limits, is a strong challenge to our
generation.

The path is not an easy one to traverse.

Many obstacles must be overcome before we can view a hangar
by architect-engineer Nervi or a bridge by Maillart as a
matter of course.

In contrast to the tradition of skele¬

ton construction, the idea of economy of material and farm
through continuity, opens up an opportunity for a greater
integration of structure and design, of intellect and
imagination.

Significance
of Economy
of Form

Explicit details in the technical significance attached
to the meaning of Meconomy of form0 i.e., a maximum utili¬
sation of the stress potential of a material, are not ne¬
cessary to our purpose. However, a review of a few basic
concepts in mechanics may assist us to mare readily ‘Visu¬
alise0 part of the significance attached to economy of
form.

Such a “visualization0 may result in a greater ap¬

preciation of the smooth flowing lines in Maillart*s Bridges
which are synonymous with the “economical0 use of materials
and the accompanying eveness of stress distributions.
The
Equilibrium
in the
Suspension
Cable

The typical suspension bridge is a simple but very
clear example of economy of form.

The steel suspension

cables,gracefully sweeping from pier to pier, represent the
curves of maximum material utilization.

Since the nature

of steel is such, that its greatest efficiency is realized
when used in tension, the ideal situation would be to find
a formr in which there would be no compressive stresses
exercised, and therefore no bending.

The condition of pure

tension and hence of equilibrium (zero bending) may be
demonstrated mathematically as describing the equation of
a catenary when the steel cable is supporting only its own
weight.

Its weight, of course, is uniforly distributed

along the arc length of the cable.
Similarly, as demonstrated by the mathematical proof on

the following page, a theoretically weightless cable carry¬
ing a uniform load horizontally, i.e., the platform of the
suspension bridge, will describe the locus of a parabola.
Since the cable does have wei#t, however, the final con¬
dition of pure tension is in a curve which lies somewhere
between the catenary and the parabola.

Though suspension

bridges are usually called catenary types, the proportional¬
ly greater weight of the platform in combination with certain
portions of the live load, cause most computation to be
centered around the parabolic formulas.
Appeal to
Intellect
and Emotions

The simplicity of this type of bridge and the form ferhich
it takes, not only satisfies our. esthetic sense, but enhanc¬
es it by appealing at the same time to the intellect.

In

spite of the apparent simplicity of concept, the suspension
bridge is certainly a magnificent illustration of the inte¬
gration of structure and design through economy of form.
Though the idea of continuity may not be as vividly illus¬
trated

In

terms of the test definitions, the elemental parts

of the completed whole are in a state of action and inter¬
action,

Ho part of the structure is wasted energy for &he

sake of producing an effect*
The
Compressive
Arch

We. may go one step farther with the above concept when,
instead of

n

pulln} or tensile stress,is substituted

thrust or a compressive stress.

a
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employing a reasoning process anal tgous to that for the sus¬
pension cable, the condition of pure compression will also
be a parabola-catenary but inverted in relation to the curve
of pure tension.

Now, if concrete which derives its great¬

est strength in compression (nearly valueless when consid¬
ered in tension) is substituted for steel, we have a econ¬
omy of form for the specific characteristics of the mate¬
rial involved.
n

Visual!zat ion'1 may be facilitated if we consider the

same idea in a slightly different sense.

Assume that two

spheres of equal size and weight are anchored to a common
base at a specific distance apart.

In bridging this dis¬

tance through the use of spheres identical to the anchored
ones, their placement will automatically be such that points
of contact will form a catenary curve*

The resultant arch

is one of pure eompresion and under a condition of equili¬
brium.

If the arch is made to carry a uniform horizontal

weight it will, as in the suspension cable, approach a
parabolic curve dependent in its proximity upon the magni¬
tude of the horizontal weight.
Economy of
Form
in the
Arch

Though it is next to impossible to discern with the
naked eye,whether a curve more closely approximates a cate¬
nary or a parabola, we can generalize for the sake of
ualizationw to the arch shape.

n

vis-

The generalization can also

be extended to associate the arch shape with an economy of
material in utilization with respect to its maximum stress
potentialities; the normal arch compressively, the invert*
ed arch in tension*
Application
of the
Arch Concept

There are many additional factors which must be inves¬
tigated before the above concepts may be soundly employed
in building*

However, the generalization becomes adequate

from the standpoint of permitting a clearer visual concep¬
tion of the meaning of "economy of form."

Perhaps we can

now "see" that the beauty of Maillart is in view of, and
equally satisfies, structural considerations*

The whole

represents a perfect fusion of design and structure.
Relation of
Linear Arch
to Rigid

This same generalization may be applied three dimensionally, or in part, to ideas already presented and to those

Frame
that follow, with the intention of mare easily "visualizing"
the basic behavioral characteristics of the structures in¬
volved*

For the sake of Illustration, let us consider a

typical rigid frame*

Once conditions of dead and live load

have been taken into account,we may infer from the concepts
discussed, that there exists an ideal linear arch or line of
pressures which corresponds to the modified catenary-para¬
bola locus of material economy for these particular load
conditions*

Furthermore, since this ideal linear arch re¬

presents the form for zero bending, the further the shape

of the rigid frame departs from this arch, the greater the
bending moments induced*

Consequently, the sections of the

frame will decrease or increase in depth in direct relation
to the distance of their center line from the ideal pres¬
sure line ctr arch.

Since the corners of the frame are

farthest from the arch or pressure line, heavy haunches are
required to counteract the heavily induced bending moments.
The process of ’’visualization, ” therefore, in terms of the
arch or pressure line generalization, is comparitively sim¬
ple and technically sound.
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Nature as a
Teacher

Nature offers an outstanding illustration of the possi¬
bilities of design-structure integration through the prin¬
ciples of continuity and economy of farm* Even on the basis
of our own standards, many of her designs are structurally
and esthetically sounder than ours* Few are the building
problems that our generation faces that Nature has not
solved, either directly or indirectly, through principle. We
may venture so far as to remark, that Nature can serve as an
inspiration for our solutions provided we are properly
equipped with the proper knowledge and insist to see and
analyze her statements*

Importance
of Modern
Technology

Modern technology can serve as a major source far ac¬
quiring this knowledge or insight, the basis of which, may
figuratively serve as a vocabulary to better understand and
employ Nature's principles to utilitarian-esthetic ends*
Photo-elasticity, X-ray, testing machines, computers and
many other analytical techniques aid in establishing a more
workable analysis of stresses in materials and structural
farms* The welded metals, molded plywoods, reinforced con¬
crete, and other plastic media, peculiar or prevalent to our
technology, serve as the means to realize the natural prin¬
ciples of continuity, economy of farm, and their adaptations.
The interrelation of technology to the interpretation of
K

natural forms cannot be overemphasized. The idea of nature

as a teacher is not new, but without science,analysis was
generally insufficient or incorrect,and often resulted in
little more than artistic frustration when applied to archi¬
tecture*
Emergence
of New
Engineering
Concepts

The recent war years gave impetus to the idea of employ¬
ing technological materials to greater advantage* From the
standpoint of conserving material, increasing production,
and mechanical efficiency, mass and weight became extremely
critical factors* Structurally, the consequence was one of
simplification and efficiency in the use of material*

Curi¬

ously enough, many of the forms produced closely resembled
nature's solutions to physically similar problems either
by intent or coincidence*-1The concepts evolved in solving such problems have,in
many cases, left the conventional engineering of pre-war days
far behind*

In fact, some of these concepts, such as the

design procedure for shell construction, have been just
recently reformulated for simpler use*2 Other concepts,
typified by the idea of limit design previously discussed,
are aiming at reformulation through discussion and experi-

n

Fred Severud, "Design Analysis No. 3," Architectural
Forum. (September, 1945), p. 149*
^Subcommittee on Thin Shell Design, "Design of Cylin¬
drical Shell Roofs," Manual 31, American Society of Civil
Engineers, (1952).
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ment.

The directional aspect of these resultant concepts

points to lighter structural systems, more efficient and
more attractive structural forms,than known heretofore in
the art and science of building*
From Morning
Glories to
Buildings

Nature seems to be telling us that we are on the right
track.

At first glance it may appear factitious to conn

pare natural forms to man-made designs*

Closer, and more

critical examination will reveal, however, that this is
not so.

There are very few who would dispute the inherent

beauty of nature*s flowers, regardless of individual es¬
thetic standards, yet engineer Fred Severud, in his analylis of the Morning Glory, discovers a form equally as ef¬
ficient as it is beautiful.-*-

The simple graceful shape

becomes integral with the construction of the flower in
preforming its function.

The principles suggested have

been adapted by Severud into the unique airplane hangar de¬
sign illustrated.

To prove that the idea is not purely hy¬

pothetical, a hangar following these same suggested princi¬
ples has been actually constructed in Belgium,2 as well as

Sired Severud. "Design Analysis No. 3". Architectural
Forum. (Seotember. 19A5). o. 152.
o

"Circular Reinforced Concrete Hangars." Concrete and
Constructional Engineering. London.(Concrete Publication
Ltd.), (March, 1953).
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COLUMN

SECTION

7fes famous Mushroom" Column m ths
Johnson

Uiar, Ad mi/nstr-iltion Bo/Uin^j

doSe/u rdiemblss ibe Mormna Qtoru

an engine shed in Avignon, France.'*' Frank Iloyd Efright,
likewise, has demonstrated the application of these ideas
in his design of the so called mushroom column employed in
the Johnson*s Wax Building at Racine, Wisconsin.^
Wright*s
•’Mushroom”
Column

The columns and the hangars are rotational structures,
the peripheries of which,are banded by a steel tension ring;.
The steel ring emulates the tension ring provided by the
curved lip of the Morning Glory,

In nature, the purpose of

the ring is to prevent disbanding everytime a bee alights
the blossom.

Transposed into terms of load and stress, the

man-made structures are engineered to do the precisely same
thing, i.e,, to transmit stress 5safely under conditions of
load.!

Like its natural counterpart, Wright*s famous column

consists of a series of ribs and curved blades radi&ting from
an inner throat, or compression ring, designed to absorb the
forces tending to collapse it.

The assembly, hollow in

section, constitutes an inverted cantilever shell of great
strength and remarkable structural unity.

The beauty of

Wright*s design caused many skeptical engineers to label it
as poetic.

Tests on the column in 1933 demonstrated its

1
Leonard Michaels, Contemporary Structure in Architec¬
ture, p. 68.
2

ibid,. p, 100,
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structural efficiency however.

How then, can we honestly

separate the design of this column from its structural
purpose and make-upi

If we materially alter one, will we

not affect the other?
Whilo Wright uses the column as a means of support for
The
“Morning Glory11
glass and concrete roofs, architect,William Lescaze and
Roof
engineer, Ered Severud arrange the hollow “Morning Glory11
shelld to constitute a complete roof structure.
umns and shells are precast.

The col¬

In assembly, the columns are

so spaced as to allow the interstices between the columns to
hold an inverted shell.

The resulting design is very stable

and of a-high material economy.

The shape approximates the

pressure line and is in conformity with the bending moments
induced in a continuous flat slab structure.
Morning
Glories on
a Larger
Scale

Applied on a larger scale, the Morning Glory principles
can be utilized where it is desired to obtain large unob¬
structed or columnless areas.

Wright demonstrates this

again at Racine in the Johnson Wax Laboratory Tower,^ and
Severud more decidedly in his hangar design.

The inverted

cantilever of the cup can extend for an almost limitless
length, while the throat of the Morning Glory form can be
widened, roofed over, and used for office space.

The

^Leonard Michaels, Contemporary Structure _in Architec¬
ture. p. 101.

perimeter of the structure is cdumnless, and can lend it¬
self to any door or panel arrangement#
The
Corrugated
Shell

Nature illustrates the integration of structure and de¬
sign emphatically in her shell constructions.

The fluted

shell of the scallop combines a corrugated surface and com¬
pound curve to achieve relatively enormous strength and re¬
markable beauty,Considering its thickness, the shell’s span
is comparatively wide#
sitive

Its purpose is to protect the sen¬

inner of the marine animal from damage due to im¬

pact or weight#

Until recently, our use of the corrugations

illustrated in the fluted shell has been generally confined
to surfacing materials such as glass, sheet metal, and
asbestos#

Increased research in the field of shell con¬

struction, however, has encouraged use of the corrugation
principle in a more magnified sense#

Standing examples are

the barrel vaults of the canteen for May and Baker in Eng¬
land, and 20 ft# corrugated contilevered canopy for the
Store Street Bus Station in Dublin#**-

The columns are so

placed so that a cross section through the roof or canopy is
very similar to the cross sectional picture of the LescazeSeverud roof previously described.

Therefore, such a

1
Leonard Michaels, Contemporary Structure in Architec¬
ture, PP. 112-113.
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section similarly follows the curve dictated by the moment
diagram of a continuous flat slab allowing an extraordinari¬
ly thin shell.
Exhibition
Hall at
Turin, Italy

The concepts of the fluted marine shell are most close¬
ly realized in the exhibition hall at Turin, Italy by archi¬
tect Biscartti di Ruffia and engineer Pier Nervi,^

The ex¬

hibition hall, as does the shell, utilizes the corrugated
surface in a curved form to enclose a wide unobstructed
space.

The structure makes most efficient use of the con¬

crete in compression,and at the same time,boasts an ingeni¬
ous method of lighting the interior by inserting glass on
the downslope of each corrugation.

The continuity of the

surface is further strengthed by reinforced concrete stif¬
fening ribs following the crowns and hollows of the corru¬
gations,

In pasing judgement on the Biscartti-Nervi exhibi¬

tion hall at Turin, it becomes difficult to see any validity
to the claim that structural considerations dampen the imag¬
inative spirit.

In fact, we may go to the other extreme in

stating tha appreciation of the structural possibilities and
practicabilities has led to an esthetically simulating work.
There exists in the final result no significant dividing line

-

^Leonard Michaels, Conternnorarv Structure in Architecture. p. 115,
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corrugated s

/Mature illustrates -the principle
of corrugation and /he com pound
curve particularly weJf in her
/>iarme spec, mens
Sea

such at the.
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The 315 ft nude exhibition Hall
at form, Italy,
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between structure and design.

One has led to the other*

both are interdependent.
The Complete
Space
Enclosing
Shell

The protective shall extends through a wide range of
nature^ organisms and each type, with a lesson to impart.
Engineers have learned,that the simple but handsome shape of
the egg shell is also responsible for the remarkable
strength of this form.

Man-made designs have even gone one

step further,and replaced the less suitable ealeiferous
substance of the egg shell with technological materials mare
suited to the compound curves of stressed skin construction.
Examples are the Horton-spheroid fuel tanks such as are lo¬
cated in Southern Texas,^ The tanks are constructed of stif¬
fened sheet steel welded to farm complete three-dimensional
space-enclosing structures of 127 ft. diameter.

The spatial

entirety of these spheroids makes them independent of the
ground as the final space enclosing plane.
Similar examples, but employing another material far the
stressed skin, are the elliptical concrete shell domes de¬
veloped by the engineering firm of Foster, Roberts and
Schaefer Go, in collaboration with J. C. Taylor, architect.
The domes form the Sewage Treatment Plant at Ribbing,

^Leonard Michaels, Contemporary Structure in Architec¬
ture. p, 125,
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niiir

The ISO ft. diameter, elliptical concrete
ahe.ll domes preform the entire duty of
Space enclosure at the tlihbing Ireo merit
Plant, Minnesota . The ground plane is
the only aclclifional space defining limit.

The Ii7 ft. diQmeter, melded sheet steef
Horton - sphenod fuel tanks in Southern
Texas are complete ifroe- dimensional
space, enclosing structures independent
at tha ground as the initial space defining
plane- Its strength '*> derived through
the same compound curves ond contmuou
nature demon stralecj In the egg- shell.

The project for a concert conceived by Architect Amanao \Vilfomc epr — cats
and ultimate example in the integration at slruch’r<■ an<l design
'he
structural shape has been developed from the requirements neat it
the consideration of vision and acoustics. It reflects an au irer.rss of
the plastic mature. of the material of which it is to he formed an J so alia./
eous/y a high regard Ter esthetic, principles.

Minnesota*

Though not as complete in spatial concept as the

industrial spheroids described above, the monolith shells of
the Hibbing Plant preform the entire duty of space enclosure
in conduction with the limiting ground plane,as well acting
self sufficient in terms of load transfer*
The egg shell principles are not limited to the uses
described above.

A canteen built for the assemblers of the

Horton-Spheroids on a similar system demonstrates that the
• ideas are applicable to buildings housing human activity*
An ultimate illustration may be found in the project for a
concert hall by architect Amaneio Williams,*

The word ulti¬

mate is used here to indicate that the shapw of this
structure has been developed from the visual and acoustic
requirements of the concrete hall and consequently is in
complete integration with design considerations.
Existence
of Many
Natural
Examples

There exist countless other instructive illustrations in
nature of integration between structure and design.

The

simple pad of the water lily (Victoria Regia) designed to
float restfully upon the water is held in a flat plane by a
system of rods and membranes in tension*

Uhls design prin¬

ciple has had important implications for metal construction.

^Leonard Michaels* Contemoorary Structure in Architecture. p. 125*

Paul Ifelson*s “Suspended House" on exhibit by the Museum of
Modern Art Is a lily pad adaptation in welded metal yield¬
ing a structure of tremendous resistance to conventional
loads.^ The flexible structure of the jelly fish has been
closely approximated by the patent of H.H, Stevens, Hew York
engineer.

His idea of an inflated air supported roof has

been contemplated for the Baltimore Arena.2 The light and
flexible, but strong and impervious, skin of the jelly fish
is simulated by a modern material, such as aluminum or magne¬
sium.

The light weight allows a slight differential between

outside and inside atmospheric pressure to carry the roof.
The fascinating design of the spider web, with its simplicity
and remarkable efficiency, has attracted the attention of
many engineers and architects alike.

The tension principle

of the wd> has proved successful in bridge design, and Buck¬
minster Fuller has demonstrated, in his Dynexion House that
suspension structures are also applicable to building
design*

The Transport Building of the Chicago Fair further

substantiates the plausibility of the idea.
Examples, similar to those just mentioned, are close to
limitless. All serve to illustrate the variety of ways in

%fced Severud, "Design Analysis Ho* 3," Architectural
Forum. (September, 1945) , p* 154*
%bid.
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principles in nature

The. simplicity and remarkableefficiency of the. spider oueb
has long attracted arch decks
and engineers. Mere, its
principles are duplicated
m khz tension - .suspension
si ru chore of- Hte Trains port
dudding of a -h/caefo Fcnr

The m-fLjfed sac. of the. jellyfish
is light h ut ah ong , impervious
but flexible. These are the
same reyuiremenfs for fhe
collapsible reef offhe
Pal+inncr-& Arena proposed
by enyir)c.cr H.ft. Stevens.
A small pressure di fferential
b&hueen outs ice and inside
holds up //><= tight magne¬
sium or afonm nurn root

/

The Museum of- Modern Art
holds this ujetded mefal
structure executed by Paul
AJe/son. this synonymous cudh
hhe pnemp/es- ,of a series of rods
and membranes in tension, exhibited
m Mature, by the under s ide. of a ouaher
h/y pad.

in which nature may integrate structure with design, and how
man may learn from her examples.

A word of caution becomes

necessary at this point however.

Mere intuition is not suf¬

ficient to extract wisely from nature.

To develop logically,

analysis must be substantiated by scientific investigation
and knowledge*

The intention should be, not to mimic or

singly imitate Nature’s designs, but to utilize or investi¬
gate her principles.

Nature’s curves generally are an ex¬

pression of the principle of structural continuity and
economy of farm; her appearance,a result of structure and
design integration.

It is in consideration of these and

similar principles, that may lead us to better understand and
achieve a similar beauty and efficiency in the field of
architecture.
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Necessary
Considerations

The reader may have, by this time, formulated an opinion
that the principles advocated, and the position maintained
herein, are antagonistic to the skeleton frame, as indeed, to
a great degree they are.

Of course, it is not possible, in

all cases, to conveniently abandon the right angle or the
straight line in favor of the curves predominant in nature,
and the forms of material economy,

Neither can we disagree,

that because of man’s physical nature, we most easily work
and live on surfaces essentially flat and level.

In many

instances, contemporary values, such as cost of land, desire
for concentration, etc,, will even cause the superimposition
of one such surface above another.

Good design must and

will consider these factors.
Relative
Nature of the
Advantages of
the Frame

The greatest argument In favor of the skeleton frame
from the designer’s vantage point, is its flexibility; from
the clients, its economy of cost.

Both conceptions, if not

properly considered, can be dangerous!

If the designer

misconstrues the meaning of flexibility to mean lack of
concern for structure during design, the idea of economy of
cost becomes merely a value relative to the final design
form.

The frame so considered, in many cases, merely be¬

comes an expediency for the designer and hence lacks a true
integration with the structure.

On the other hand, we could

gain a maximum economy by employing a grid system consisting
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of typically efficient skeleton bays prescribed by the en¬
gineer,

It does not appear necessary to press the idea that

such a system is suited to a limited number of functions*
HOT is it good design to force a function into a grid pat¬

tern,

The point is* that the idea of cost is a factor rela¬

tive to the degree of design-structure integration and to do
justice to an architectural work, we can neither approach
the process of design,nor the structural considerations, as
independent elements.

There must exist,as near as physical¬

ly possible,a simultaneity of thought between these related
factors.

But most important of all, we must not consider

the "flexibility” or the "cost” arguments attributed to the
skeleton frame as valid for all conditions and hence, un¬
questionably accept this system of construction as our
standard.
Inefficiency
of Load
Transfer

Consider a typical 20* x 20* bay framed in steel.

De¬

signed for a 200 pound floor load, this bay actually re¬
quires 10 to 15 pounds of steel per square foot,-*-

This con¬

ventional skeletal bay first runs all loads in one direction
to idle beam, then switches to run the loads in another di¬
rection to the girder, and finally, transmits them at right

X

"Is This Tomorrows Structure,” Architectural Forumf
(February, 1953), p. 150.

angles to ■Mae column.

Most of the inherent supporting

potential of the steel* therefore* is esqaended merely in a
process of transfer.

The idea becomes shocking when we re¬

alize, that the same size bay would but require three to five
pounds of steel per square foot if designed in the manner of
Architect-Engineer Nervi’s spectacular concrete hangar
roof

Nervi’s roof is essentially a three-dimensional ap¬

plication of the compressive arch principle previously dis¬
cussed.

Hence, the structure is one demonstrating the con¬

cept of economy of form.
Economy
of
Cost

Again the sceptre of economy of cost becomes the justi¬
fication for the waste of steel in the frame as opposed to
the material economy of the arch rib construction advocated
by Nervi.

The proposal is made, that it is cheaper to frame

a bay with five or seven big wasteful members, than to frame
it efficiently with the multiplicity of small members char¬
acteristic to the Nervi system.

The critical jointing of

these many members is part of the same objection.
The high cost of construction labor in the United States
makes a structure, such as Nervi’s, an expensive undertak¬
ing.

In view of this consideration, perhaps* we can more

1

'»Is This Tomorrow’s Structure*0 Architectural Forum.
(February, 1953), p* 150.
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readily appreciate one of the principal causes of the more
progressive advancement of architecture in foreign countries.
We find the Nervi hangar first appearing in Europe (Rome,
Italy) where the labor potential is proportionally greater
and extremely cheaper.

The comparative scarcity of resourc¬

es makes economy of material a critical factor, where the ap¬
parent waste of material, in this country, makes the con¬
verse appear true.
Fluctuating
Relationship
of MaterialLabor Costs

This relationship of labor-material cost seems a logical
consideration of the building process.

The architect must

not forget, however, that, this too,is a relative factor
which fluctuates with time, locality, technological achieve¬
ments, and the economic state of the nation etc.

Conditions

are never constant enough that the architect may take the
labor-material relationship for granted.

Even now the dol¬

lars and cents balance between small-member framing and
large member framing is radically shifting flue to the more
efficient employment of steel welding. An example is the
General Motors Technical Center which used its so-called
’’Zeppelin*' trusses to get a stiffer frame at no extra cost,-*Under these conditions, the Nervi construction system is

1

»Is This Tomorrow's Structure,” Architectural Forum.
(February, 1953), p. 150.
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perfectly feasible provided that both architect and engineer
are technically and professionally ready to handle it. Of¬
ten times, code considerations, soil conditions, etc., will
initiate additional, but valid, objections to a less tradi¬
tional structure. But too often, the truth is that neither
architect nor engineer are sufficiently informed to proper¬
ly consider these newer concepts. What usually follows is
a dissertation concerning cost (when in reality no one knows
enough about the structure to make even a reasonable guess),
or a cyclical accusation between architect and engineer
which is very successful in frustrating both factions in¬
volved*
Long Range
The writer will be the last to maintain that the cost
View in
element must be overlooked. On the contrary, the proposal
Cost
Considerations
is that cost investigation is seldom thorough enough* Even
in such a thorough investigation as that conducted by the
engineering firm of Ammann and Whitney in the cost of roof¬
ing the University of Wisconsin, Field House, ^ the architect
must remember, that the cost of a building does not end with
the final construction price. A long range view will con**
aider the cost of maintenance, fire insurance, etc., over

Ammann and Whitney, ”Long Span Roof Structures,” New
lork, Reprinted from Architectural Forum. (1951)*
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TOTAL COST

/mr*- jr.

$130.!25 i.J7 iJ

-!

iJil

,J

i?5J8l6

$223,533 $233,512

the life of the structure under surveillance.
Unpredictabi¬
lity of
"True” Cost

Even then idle cost figure becomes, at best, a rough es¬
timate of the true cost of the building.

The first John¬

son's Wax Building designed by Prank Lloyd Wright, took a
number of mare "expensive” liberties than those advocated by
the more "economical" traditions of the day.

It is hard to

say hoe many dollars earth of advertising the Johnson Wax
Company received due to the publicity received by this
relatively "expensive" structure.

Evidently, the Company

must have been sufficiently pleased in order to commission
Wright to repeat a similar "extravagance" at Racine, Wis¬
consin.
The principal element of the Racine buildings stands as
a shining example of integration in structure and design
beyond the skeleton frame.

The Maillart-Mendelsohn prin¬

ciples of continuity, of economy of form, and of the plas¬
ticity of present day technological materials, are well il¬
lustrated.

The structure permits design to more fully re¬

alize its intended function.

This "expensive" structure al¬

so appears to be doing its share of advertising for the
Johnson's Wax People.

To summarise, let us say that the

argument of "economy of cost" must be consistently reviewed
with discretion before it is allowed to interfere with the
advancement of new concepts in architecture.
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Shell
Construction
Defies
Tradition

Of all the concepts demonstrating the principles of con¬
tinuity and economy of form through structural shape, that
category of building, called shell construction, is the
strongest contender against the bulwark of tradition.
then, progress is painfully' slow.

Even

The two-dimensional, ele¬

mental plane or slab of Maillartfs bridges represents the
stepping stone from which hag evolved the three-dimensional
concept of contemporary shell construction,pivoted consci¬
ously or unconsciously about Maillartian principles*

Con¬

sider the concept of the compressive arch applied three-dimensionally, and we can begin to visualize how these thin
shells can achieve such enormous clear spans, and simultane¬
ously, exhibit such remarkable strength*
Shell Opposes
the
Traditional
Vault

A word of warning is necessary at this point to em¬
phatically state that the catenary-parabola arch principle
is no more than an

tt

assistance” to visualizing contemporary
/

shell behavior.

In using this guide of economy of form, we

have been considering it the light of homogeneous materials
acting purely in compression, or purely in tension.

As such,

we can get a fairly accurate picture of the action of forces
in the homogeneous traditional vault of earlier periods in
the historical calendar.

We must also bear in mind that,

even though concrete or steel are far. from new, in the build¬
ing world, reinforced concrete is I

Hence, in employing this

material, peculiar to our technology,

TO

are utilising a

plastic, which in its most efficient usage, will resist both
tensile and compressive forces to the full capable limits.
n

Indeterminate”
This results in behavioral characteristics, both in
Nature of the
Shell
Mai 11 art’a bridges and in contemporary shell constructions,
which are much more complex than just the simple linear arch
concept applicable to homogenous sections.

3h fact the com¬

plexity is of such a degree, that at the present time, the
average professional engineer does not know how, or has dif¬
ficulty handling the involved concepts (let alone archi¬
tects)! For example, in the contemporary shell, we now have
a structure transmitting loads in the longitudinal direc¬
tion i.e», parallel with the generating line, as well as in
the transverse direction typical to the barrel vault.
The result la that, we are dealing with a structure in
which there are an infinity of possible stress distributions
for any given loading.

In other words, the structure is

statically indeterminate, meaning there exists no known math¬
ematical systems capable of directly handling the imposed
conditions; whereas, in the design of a simple beam, there
is one definite theoretical distribution of stresses corre¬
sponding to a given loading condition and hence, analysis
is a comparatively simple undertaking.

So far, our discus¬

sion has been referring to shell designs of single curvature

shells i.e., corresponding to surfaces of cylinders of iden¬
tical transverse section,

Vfe can see that the problem will

become even more complex when we consider the indeterminate¬
ness of a shell of double curvature, such as the surface of
a portion of a perfect or distorted sphere.
Difficulties
of
Indeterminate
Structures

There are many objections voiced in technical circles
against the indeterminate structure.

Among them is the idea

that, since loads are much more concentrated because of
fewer siroports, the structures become more sensitive to dis¬
placement of foundations, particularly in soils of light
bearing capacity*Bending moments are directly influenced
by such displacements and there exists a constant risk of
overstressing.

We also hear that a higher degree of work¬

manship is required and hence higher labor costs.

Code

conditions are so often accused of being the anti-progres¬
sive monster that we forget that technical men have tile
greatest percentage to say in shaping them.
The registered objections above have a high degree of
validity.

Certainly soil conditions, labor costs, code con¬

ditions are major considerations.

But neither soil condi¬

tions nor labor costs are constant for each problem, and
code conditions can be changed if sentiment against them is

■*Eric De Mare, New Wavs of Building, p. 85

sufficiently strong and of a warranted nature.

The writer

feels that the truthful objection to the continuous or plas¬
tic structure is the complexity of analysis.

For instance,

the roof of the famed Broadcasting Center in Copenhagan, a
shell of double curvature, occupied a team of four engineers
for more than six months on the calculations.
Aids in
Calculation
of Shell
Structures

But men must always function through a resisting medium
to progress.

Complex problems can be solved provided there

exists a strong enough desire to solve them. Already modern
ultra-rapid computing machines show promise to aid in the
complexity of shell engineering,

These machines not only

are capable of unprecedented speeds but can also %emorizen
and carry out complex operations without human supervision.2
This does not mean that the architect and engineer must
necessarily sit back to wait far the practicability of the
machines in order to realize that advantages of shell con¬
struction.

Of course, the process is not an easy one.

The American Society of Engineers after much time and
thorough investigation, has recently published a manual for

■^Leonard Michaels, Contemporary Structures in Architec¬
ture, p. 122.
2

Paul Weidllnger, ‘‘Tomorrow's Structural Theory,n Archi¬
tectural Forum, (August, 1949).

Advantages
to Shell
Structures

the purpose of encouraging engineers to use* or recognize
the feasibility of shell construction,by simplification of
the more cumbersome methods of calculation in the past,^
The economy of form and material; the high resistance to
lateral forces -e.g«, wind* earthquake* explosion blast*
etc.* are among the many attractive incentives furnished
the engineer.2

To the architect* the shell becomes a mold-

able medium to which he can give form in conduction to the
purpose of his building.
Appearance
of Early Shell
Structures in
Europe

There are many examples of shell construction now stand¬
ing, or in a proposal state, which are definitely a tribute
to the pioneering spirit of both architect and engineer in
their desire for integration of structure and design.

Most

of these examples represent work done with neither computers
nor manuals, but* without a doubt* are expressive of an im¬
agination backed by a sound scientific understanding.

As we

might suspect* the earliest examples of merit appear in
Europe*

Where the American architect and engineer would

turn their heads from the complexity of designing an

Subcommittee on Thin Shell Design* "Design of Cylindri¬
cal Shell Roofs, "Manual 31." New York* American Society of
Civil Engineers* (1952).
^Eric De Mare* New Way3 of Building, p. 85.

indeterminate structure., critical resources force the Euro¬
pean to accept the challenge and employ his ingenuity. The
process of design follows one of complex calculation and
experiment. Even after methods of analysis have been pro¬
posed, they generally are too complex to be accepted in
this country.
Shells
Withstand
Rigid Tests

It is natural that one of the first applications of
shell designs appears in Germany, where there was most con¬
cern about the theory of shell, in the work of Carl Zeiss in
Jena, Germany, i The next notable example appears in Frank¬
furt in the form of a Market Hall. The great scale of this
structure caused authorities to demand a model test before
approving the construction.^ in Madrid, Spain,two very no¬
table examples are found in the Hippodrome or the Race Course
Stands and in the Fronton Recoletos Hall. The Race Course
Stands are shielded from the sun 'by a cantilevered roof
composed of a series of curved hyperboloids. The Fronton
Recoletos is composed of two, 3 1/8 inch thick, cylindrical
shells,intersecting each other at right angles and enclosing

^Subcommittee n on Thin Shell
Design, nDesign of Cylindri¬
n
cal Shell Roofs, Manual 31 » New York, American Society of
Civil Engineers, (1952), p. 3.
2

Paul Eleck, Architects Yearbook

t

2, p. 175.
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an area of 107 ft. by 180 ft.- A portion of the shell is
replaced with an open ‘trellis to provide light to the inte¬
rior of the hall. Both structures were not only tested by
models previous to erection, but also underwent rigorous
full scale tests due to the repeated shelling of the Spanish
Civil War. Holes as large as 6 ft. in diameter were torn
into the Fronton Recoletos without disturbing the slability
of the structure.
Unfamiliarity
of Shell
Techniques
in the
United States

Since the 1920’s when the Germans applied themselves to
shell design, the process has come a long way and has proved
itself in practice,

let, in the United States, the tech¬

niques are neither widely known, nor widely practiced, though
there exists a great opportunity to apply them, economically
in structures like assembly halls, auditoriums, terminals,
hangars, garages, arenas, factories, gymnasiums, and many
other types of single story structures generally where the
problem is long span. Yesi We may go so far as to say, the
process is even applicable to house construction. Architect
Paul Fernandez and engineer Felix Candela, collaborated to
produce some remarkable reinforced concrete shell houses in
Mexico City. The buildings are a challenge to any archi¬
tect’s imagination and to any engineer ’s understanding of

■*Erie De Mare, Hew Wavs of Building..
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of materials,-*- But in the United States, we continue to
object on the grounds that we lack methods of simple analy¬
sis,

If such is the case, then the problem is not one of

collaboration between architect and engineer in order to
achieve integration between structure and design, but em¬
phatically, one of education for both factions involved!
There are, however, a relatively few examples which are
worthy of merit in this country. The discouraging fact,
however, is that the greatest percentage of structures have
been engineered by the one single firm of Ammann and Whitney
of New lark, Any other ventures into the field of shell con¬
struction have been comparatively negligible* Among one of
the most famous of these large span structures,is the 10,250
seat livestock coliseum of Montgomery, Alabama, The build¬
ing is circular in nature, with seating following the inner
circumference.

It is surprising to note,that bidding favor¬

ed the concrete version of alternate designs offered in
steel and reinforced concrete. Speed of erection was also
facilitated because of the selection.
Architects Edgarton and Edgarton were awarded the design
for the Onondaga Memorial Auditorium of Syracuse, New York

^Felix Candela, nSkew Shell Utilized in Unusual Roofs,0
Journal of the American Concrete Institute. (March, 1953),
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Syracuse
War
Memorial

as a result of a competition*

The design proposed a shell

to cover the multipurpose sports area and auditorium*

En¬

gineers, Ammann and Ihitney, fully integrated the structure-*with the purpose of the building to claim a 20 to 30 per¬
cent reduction of structural costs*

Concrete supports were

cantilevered over the seats to psychologically divide the
spectator area from the activity area covered by the shell*
The concrete cantilevers not only served to divide function,
but simultaneously served a cost and structural purpose.

As

supports, they resisted the thrust of the shell, and at the
same time,permitted a lower average roof height, which re¬
sulted in a lower cubage cost and a more humanised scale
or proportion.

The supports also served to reduce the clear

span of shell required to roof aver the auditorium, thereby
resulting in a reduction factor for foundations and other
supporting members,

From the standpoint of integration,it

appears, that the engineers operated imaginatively and ef¬
ficiently to weld structure and function together*
Lack of
In the writer*s opinion, the Memorial, as an architec¬
Architectural
Integration in tural work, suffers as soon as it leaves the auditorium
the Memorial
proper* Then,there is a resort to conventional framing

1
Ammann and TJhitney, “long Span Roof Structure,11
Reprinted from Architectural Forum. (1951), p* 8.
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resulting in masses which appear incompatible with the main
shell form.

The feeling is one which leads the observer to

believe,that the designers were either reluctant to express
the quality of the main structure, or just did not know quite
how to cope with it.

A higher degree of integration is

promised in the proposed Terminal Building for St. Louis'
Municipal Airport by architects Hellrauth, Yamasaki, and
Leinweber and engineer, fan. C. E, Becker.^- The three pairs
of intersecting cylindrical vaults are frankly expressed, and
as a whole , form a stimulating composition.
Saarinen’s
H. I. T.
Auditorium

More is known concerning the integration behind Saari¬
nen’s proposed M. I. T. Auditorium.

The auditorium repre¬

sents a more advanced and more complex system of shell con¬
struction, in that, it is dealing with double curvature.

The

inspiration seems to stem from the 160 ft. Domed Market
Hall of Algeciras, Spain,which transmits forces to the
ground through eight columns supports.

Saarinen's dome is

in the shape of spherical triangle,but eliminates columns
by resting on the three corners of the triangle.
Ammann and Whitney are convinced that the auditorium de¬
sign will be at least competitive in cost to more

^Charles S. Whitney, "Shell Design Adaptable to Many
Uses." Civil Engineering, (February, 1953)*
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beyond the fr

Precast concrete, hangar near
Piomt'by Architect ~ Bngmeer Nervi#
spans an area of /3$‘ x 340' with
but SIX supports. Executed in 3teel
tb/s type. of construct ion mould
rename hut 3 to S’ pounds of steej,
cohere a 2o,xzo' skeleton toy
tuoo/cf rayoire /o to >Cpounds of
stee.1 to support a Zoo pound food

The lory spa/\ she // concrete.t roof
of the K- 8 Tennis Hall tn
Copenhagen, Denmark, nof /ydy
represents an efficiency m me
of mater/af, hot demonstrates
-the smooth flousing lines
synonymous toiff economy of
form fri structure ■

Proposed terminal building for
St Louis Municipal Airport is
roofed by pairs of intersecting
shells ot single cunratvre■ tt/s
the principle, ot the historical
cross-vautt applied to modern
leclnno/ogicat materials■ Architects
Hellmuth, Yamasaki d Lem iv a her.
Structural Engineer' Win- Seeker.

Competitive
Cost of
M# I. T,
Auditorium

conventional systems of construction#*-

This is an enlight-

ning statement especially when one considers that the con¬
stancy of form work is at a minimum and hence encourages a
high cost of labor.

The cost of the shell is estimated at

160,000, with tile roof and buttress footings, the cost may
rise to #100,000#
total building!

This represents but a 2$ cost of the
Hence, costs variations on the dome as high

as 25$, will, but effect the total building cost by 2$. Cost
per seat today in a small theatre is about #1,100.

In

Saarinen’s auditorium the estimated cost is about #900 per
seat#? The shell offers another advantage in, that once it
is constructed, the remainder of the enclosure is a rapid
and simple operation#

The transparent medium of our tech¬

nology, glass, easily and efficiently walls up the voids
between the corners of the triangle.
Acoustical
Integration

Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, M.I#T#$s famed acoustical
experts, are equally convinced that the dome permits them to
solve the auditorium’s acoustical problem with ease and
grace#

Saarinen’s concept of acoustics is opposed to the

idea offered by Le Corbusier in his Leagues of nations pro¬
ject, that acoustics should shape the building.

*-”Saarinen Challenges the Rectangle,” Architectural
E-pram# (January, 1953)*
2

ibld.
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saarinen'5 auditorium
The auditorium for the. M
designed by tero Soannen £ Associates
is structurally integrated uurlh a concrete
y steel dome — a shell of double curvature
Tf*. dome represents fa of a sphere, nr
tnangb/ar m plan or>d rests on each
corner of the. plan. The result >s an
ercellent Visual arrangement c>f seats.
Thc strode re. easily /ends Itself to an
efftc.ie.nt acoustical treatment Th&^loss
4 shell building exhibits an economy of
-farm and a resulting graceful appearance,
similar to those found in the. smooth
flowing lines of todays aircraft. The
completed structure,say engineers
Ammqnn (SWhitne-h mill be competitive.
-to other forms

of construction- A

pred'chon /j made of cost at" $00 per
seat Todays theaters average, a cost
ot- about P(Zoo per seat.

Saarinen's contention is that on ideal acoustical shape
would generally be opposed to an ideal visual shape.

Aa it

is, the dome favors the vision of the spectator by its shape,
but at the same time,allows an interesting and perfectly ef¬
ficient acoustical treatment by suspending a partial,float¬
ing cloud ceiling from the dome.

All considered, the M.I.T,

Auditorium is a highly integrated work of design and struc¬
ture, art, and science, which exhibits the grace in line
and movement of todays aircraft,and is simultaneously con¬
scious ^ with equal sensitivity,to its time and technology.
It is a beacon light for the new generation of architects
and engineers of this country.
The Shell
Symbolizes
Future
Principles

The author by no means advocates, that we shall abandon
all systems of construction in favor of the shell*

Nor is

it advocated,that the newer systems of construction must
necessarily pivot about the idea of the spherical or cylin¬
drical shell.

The shell does, however, represent a most

excellent symbol of principals, by which,we can achieve a
greater integration of structure and design in terms of the
potentialities of our time.

The concept of economy of form

and material, achieved by the plastic nature of materials
peculiar to our technology, the principle of continuity,
characteristic to the monolithic nature of the structure,
are most clearly demonstrated in the shell*

We do have the data to efficiently employ the shell as a
component of our architecture.

Its ultimate realisation is

dependent upon time and training,and the conviction,that it
is north nhile*

The process niU not be an easy one, and

though ne may consider that the shell in itself is primarily
an engineering problem, the architect will have no small
part to play in its application.

He must be willing to

understand the problems, difficulties, and methods of the
engineer so,that there may ensue a creative,but intelligent,
employment of hiB talents.
Beyond
the
Shell

But why must we stop at shells?

The principles advocat¬

ed can be realised practically in an innumerable number of
forms.

The difficulty is,that no data is published for

every conceivable type of structure, and hence, taxes the
ingenuity of title architect, engineer, and builder alike.
Again, in adherence to our principles, we must remember, that
we are dealing with structures which are largely statically
indeterminate.

But this does not mean that they must be

abandoned as impractical!

As more difficult, as more time

consuming, and as a challenge to the ingenuity of men—yesl
Livestock
Pavilion
of North
Carolina

A tribute to that spirit, which has progressed beyond
shell construction, is the Livestock Judging Pavilion of
Raleigh, North Carolina,

This exciting glimpse into the

future was designed by architect Win. H. Dietrick
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consulting with architect Matthew Nowicke,

Severud, El-

stad, and Krueger were the ingenious group of engineers who
aided in making this dream a reality.

As in Saarinen's

auditorium, this building exhibits a beauty peculiar to the
grace of economy of form and material.

The structure is

often compared in operation to a canvas topped camp stool
with intersecting legs.

The Pavilion ^similarly, is farmed

by intersecting legs in the shape of two enormous parabolic
arches of concrete,hinged at the point of interlock, and
acting as compression rings for the suspended catenary roof.
The steel roof, simulating the canvas top of the chair, is
entirely in tension as are the cables that support it.
Here we see the principle of the suspension bridge and the
principles of Maillart's arched slabs in three dimensions.
Difficulties
and Cost
of the
Pavilion

The author does not unfairly wish to minimize the idea,
that numerous difficulties were encountered in the problem.
Far instance, how to keep the roof from fluttering when the
wind blew across the hollow surface, or how to support the
arches on the abutments without inducing high bending mo¬
ments, or how to prevent the spread footings from shifting
horizontally, and many other additional problems.

Each,

however, was met and satisfactorily solved to produce com¬
mendable architectural work.

The cost of the building, ex¬

clusive of land and seats, ran to a highly competitive

parabolic pavilion
Economy of form need nof
be confined fo soi pension
cable? , arches, and shells.
The livestock. Judging Pavilion
oT Raleigh. Wortn Carolina
typifies <jubdf can /-« do., by
structures - Jestan integral r
Overlapping and h nsed .» *. ' <'
r
co/npressron or he?, sjppa !
1
roof cables tor or O' licit • *
cutihjahon at >nglanal. ■
Conceived by Matt he. o' Moo- . t
Architect', !A/m. Pedr/ck fngmevr
Severed, FJstad, 4 ftr Lieges

Pnghf- Pavilion during
construction stage shousing
the tension rutiles strung
fo the. mammoih arches A
metal roof /s K holloas the
curves initiated, by the cable?

43 cents per cubic foot or #16.21 per sq. ft.3-

The final

cost figure Tsas estimated at $1,600,000 vMch is closely
compatible to the million - and - a - half dollar shell con¬
struction of the near, equal sised, Montgomery, Alabama 9
Coliseum.

The structure is a standing proof, that structure

and design can be integrated to the degree of losing indi¬
vidual identity, of being neither structure nor design, but
a marriage called architecture.
Difficulty of
Stressed
Skin
Structures

Other possibilities in structures,illustrating the prin¬
ciples advocated herein,have been presented by such men as
Buckminster Fuller, Fred Severud, and F* J* Samuely.

The

ideas presented are in the form of saddle shaped structures,
hyperbolic paraboloids, oval trusses, etc.

All center about

a belief proposed by Maillart,that "the resistance function
in reinforced concrete structures must rest mainly upon the
election of an appropriate and preferably light form.

The

resistant function can be more safely attained in this man¬
ner than by means of exorbitant concrete masses."2

The

present conceptions go one step further in not limiting
Maillart’s thought to reinforced concrete, but broaden the

^Fredrick S. Merritt, "Curved Roof on Cables Spans Big
Area," Engineering News Record. (February, 1953), p. 31.
2

Felix Candela, "Skew Shell Utilized in Unusual Roof."
Journal of the American Concrete Institute. (March, 1953).

category by speaking of “stressed skin," known in the en¬
gineering sense as menibrane stresses.

Considering the tther

objections, such as code, concentrated load, etc,, the chief
difficulty in the practical employment of these ideas, again
centers around the high degree of indeterminancy.
Danger of Usually, the architects stock answer to the problem piEmpirical
Methods vots about empirical methods. Though there is much merit to
the idea, the architect must dearly realize, that it is im¬
possible to predict the exact beharior of structure merely
by experiment!

Difficulties present themselves in the ina<-

bility to exactly duplicate conditions of the final struc¬
ture, and the change of conditions due to time.

In concrete,

for instance, the problem of "plastic flow", also called
"time yield" or "creep", in effect,produces a volume change
in the concrete through period of time,and causes a redis¬
tribution of bending moments.

The challenge to the archi-

tect-to-be, then, is an attempt to appreciate the difficulty
of the engineer, and attempt to work constructively with him.
Impracticability
Similarly, a challenge is extended to the position of
of Present
Methods of
the generation of engineers-to-be. If we agree that the
Analysis
structures in question are statically indeterminate, why
must we look for solutions via conventional methods of
statics?

Is the rigorous method of present "rational" de¬

sign in structure possible to meet these new demands?
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Analysis is necessary, but certainly, the conventional
methods of approach are not adequate. Even our so called
"rational" methods are not necessarily in harmony with the
actrial behavior of the materials we employ.
The answer appears to lie somewhere between the empir¬
ical methods advocated by the architect and the rigid "ra¬
tional" methods in the vocabulary of the average engineer.
In spite of all the difficulties that may be implied, the
opinion of the writer is that technology has afforded us the
means to more clearly understand the behavior of present
day building materials,and to predict their actions in a
structure with a reasonable degree of efficiency*

The major

proviso is,the desire to do so and the conviction of its
necessity.

Summary
and
Conclusion

The standards of the artist are not sufficient in them¬
selves to judge the merit of an architectural mark.

Addi¬

tional standards are imposed by the relation of a building
to its time and technology*

Bence "good11 architecture then,

must satisfy both the scientific and artistic considera¬
tions.
We see the tendency of men to imitate their past.

The

inevitable result is a failure in fully exploiting, to max¬
imum advantage, the inherent characteristics of the materi¬
als afforded by the prevailing level of technology.

Our

technology has made possible plastio media,such as rein¬
forced concrete, melded metals, steel, etc,, yet their pre¬
dominant usage is in the fashion of the archaic post and
lintel system of the ancient Greeks,

Men like Maillart

have proven,that there are more efficient uses of present
day materials than those dictated by tradition.

His bridges

are examples that science and art are not conflicting ele¬
ments but partners in the process of building*

He has in¬

tegrated structure and design through expression of the
economical material form of reinforced concrete by consid¬
ering the monolithic character or the aspect "continuity”
inherent in the nature of the material,
Mature appears to illustrate the same principles of con¬
tinuity and can serve as an inspiration to men.

We must not

however, attempt to imitate nature, but should try to
understand her principles.

Yet, by and large, we continue

to imitate tradition on pretexts of economy of cost, code
impositions, etc.

Though these factors should be consid¬

ered, they are variables that need not consistently,, or un¬
justly, interfere with progress.
Among the most noteworthy departures from the conven¬
tional structural methods, is the field of shell construc¬
tion.

The principles symbolized by the shall are analogous

to those of Maillart and indicative of our future in archi¬
tecture.

The plastic materials of our technology have been

molded into a form of material economy uhich takes advantage
of its "continuous" or monolithic nature#

Shell construc¬

tion has proven itself admirably, in versatility and
strength, both abroad and in this country.

The shell has

similarly demonstrated,that it is at least competitive in
cost with other systems of construction despite the associ¬
ated high labor costs.

The greatest barrier to shell con¬

struction is the inability to cope with, or lack of know¬
ledge concerning, methods of structural design.

Workable

information concerning the mechanics of shell design are
available however, provided the architect and engineer are
interested enough to pursue them.
The plasticity and economy of form through the
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principle of continuity is not confined to shell structures.
The marriage of structure and design permits innumerable
combinations of form.

The principle objection to these

plastic forms is that they are statically indeterminate and
hence, nearly impossible to analyse by conventional methods.
If, however, we choose to recognize the materials and
techniques provided by our technology, and to employ them
according to their own inherent natures rather than in the
manner of tradition, we face a problem, not of collaborartion, but of education!

Structure and design are part of

idle same process of building.

If they continue to be con¬

sidered, taught, discussed, and thought of as entitities,
they will, more often than not,be reflected as such in the
architectural product.
It is inpossible for a man in a life time to know all
there is to art or all there is to science.

Yet, from the

architectural point of view, he must know enough of the
general nature of both so that his buildings may reflect
an awareness of the forces responsible for its creation,
In the past few years,there has been a serious attempt
for the architect and the engineer to collaborate, but as
a rule, collaboration too frequently never passes the point
of compromise.

The painful truth of the matter is,that the

architect stands on one side of the building fence and the

engineer on the other.

We cannot expect,that each should,

know the others field.

We can however, expect a mutual ap¬

preciation of each position,to the degree,that we can work
creatively together.
In the meantime, the architect must bear the burden of
attempting to reconcile structure and design, art and sci¬
ence, in architecture.

The incentive is the challenge of

our time and technology; to utilize her techniques and the
plastic nature of her materials; to utilize them efficient¬
ly and creatively; and to fuse intellect and feeling in
bringing forth tomorrow’s architecture*
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